The CAPrice Initiative and the CAP-A project
A socio-technical approach to digital privacy

When using an app or a web service, do you ever wonder how your **personal data** are being treated by third parties?

Do you ever read the associated **terms and conditions**?

**WHAT**: CAPrice is a community effort that aims to raise **privacy awareness** to the wide public.

**HOW**: Through continuous provision of information through various **communication channels** and the participation in **crowdsourcing activities**.

**VISION**: The data collection and use by digital products are driven by the **expectations and needs of the consumers**.

**THE PROJECT**

The CAP-A Project: A Community-driven Approach to Privacy Awareness

- **Socio-**
  - Generate and engage a community of users
  - NGI mentoring
- **Technical**
  - Develop tools to support participation
  - Mobile App
  - Semantic Repository
  - Dashboard
  - Text Annotator

**Powered by caprice community**

**Funded by**

**Horizon 2020 Programme**
**DG-COMIN**
**Next-generation Internet**

**Contact persons:** Ioannis Chrysakis, Giorgos Flouris, Theodore Patkos.

(hrysakis, fgeo, patkos)@ics.forth.gr

**Websites:**
- [https://caprice-community.net](https://caprice-community.net)
- [https://www.cap-a.eu](https://www.cap-a.eu)
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